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President's Column
Steve Fairbairn
What a great turnout we had for the Glenn Lucas demo on April 7th! It’s been a couple of
days now since I attended the demo and my mind continues to digest the enormous amount
of information Glenn imparted to us over the course of the day. Because I’m only an occasional bowl turner I found Glenn’s tips on tool selection, tool handling and bowl gouge
sharpening techniques to be extremely enlightening. His humour and enthusiasm made the
day go by very quickly. I came away inspired to revisit my tool sharpening processes and
techniques, spend some time practising my gouge handling techniques and to turn some
platters and bowls.
At the last meeting I spoke briefly about creating a short online member survey to gather
your input as to your current feelings about the Guild and it’s future directions. I’m happy to
say that, thanks to Dustin along with input from other Board members, a lot of progress has
been made on the creation of the survey questions and we hope to have the final tweaks done
by the time you read this. Once the survey has been launched, I would ask that you to spend
a few moments completing the survey. Everyone’s input and ideas are valuable and your
participation in the survey will greatly assist the Board in planning the road ahead.
Speaking of our last meeting, I want to thank everyone who helped and supported me as I
frantically ran around trying to organize and run my first meeting as your new president and
for graciously overlooking a couple of small blunders I made in the process. I’m sure it will
get easier.
Many of you may remember that a couple of years ago the GVWG donated a couple of their
old Jet mini-lathes to the Tetra Woodshop, an accessible woodshop for physically disabled
people. Oftentimes people make donations to various worthy causes but never really see or
understand the positive impact their donations make. Elsewhere in this month’s newsletter
you’ll find a collaborative article written by the “clients” and volunteers at the Tetra Woodshop describing the huge, positive impact these donations, and woodturning in general, have
made and how they have dramatically changed the culture of the Tetra Woodshop community. Many of the Tetra volunteers are GVWG members and one only needs to spend a couple
of minutes chatting with them to sense the enthusiasm and joy that working with the Tetra
clients brings them. The Tetra Woodshop needs more volunteers to maintain their volunteer
to client ratio and to hopefully allow them to be open one more day every week to meet the
growing client demand. I would encourage any of our members, regardless of their skill lev-
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el, to consider visiting the Tetra Woodshop to see what the buzz is about and perhaps even
consider volunteering two or three days a month. Once you’ve spent even a small amount
of time working with the folks at Tetra I know you’ll be hooked!
During the April meeting, we will be setting aside the Focus on Fundamentals and the Tech
Talk discussion group to facilitate a forum and Q&A for those attending the upcoming Portland Symposium in June. This will particularly valuable to members who have never attended a symposium before and would like to know how the symposiums work and what to
expect. The forum will be led by a few of our veteran members who are seasoned symposium attendees.
Mark your calendars for May 26 and 27. Steven Kennard, renowned woodturner and sculptor from Nova Scotia, will be visiting us for a full day demo on Saturday, May 26 and a
hands-on class on Sunday, May 27th. You won’t want to miss this!

Steve
April President’s Challenge - Spring
May President’s Challenge - Flowers

Front Cover:
Bruce Campbell –
Ring Box
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Tech Talk
Bruce Campbell
one unless you have metal turning skills. The best
kind of vacuum pump to use is an oil-less vane
pump. GAST is a well-known maker and a good
unit can be had for around $200 used or $500
new. And, finally there are the chucks. Popular
sizes are 3”, 5”, and 7”. I found that the smaller
one is reasonable to buy but the cost climbs really
quick for larger commercial units. Fortunately, the
larger ones are quite easy to make from wood,
It is worth noting that much of the job of hollowing MDF, or plastic. Plans for doing this are readily
available and quite easy to execute.
a vessel is done with the tool extended well over
the toolrest. This leads to a lot of vibration that
Finally, there was a discussion about bandsaws.
limits how deep a tool will cut. To manage this,
hollowing tools have small cutters (usually carbide) The most common Woodturners bandsaw is a 14”
saw with a raiser block that typically lifts the top of
mounted at various angles on the ends of steel
the saw 6” higher to allow up to 12” of clearance
bars. These bars can be round or square and can
when the throat is lifted all the way. The adrange is diameter from ¼” to 2” or more.
vantage of these is that they are reasonably priced
and do an OK job when getting started. However,
Mechanical support systems are intended to hold
the cutter in the correct orientation and relieve the when asked to do more and bigger things some
shortcomings arise. Machining is sometimes less
operator (you) from the effort of keeping the tool
accurate than wanted. The motor is undersized for
from twisting. Systems to consider include:
bigger jobs. The dust collection ports are either
 Outrigger arms
poorly placed or nonexistent. And so on.
 Front captured system (for square bars)
 Rear captured systems and
Going to a bigger saw (16”, 17” or higher) increases
 Articulating arms
the cost quickly. But, like most things you get what
A quick internet search will get you a number of
you pay for. When buying a bigger saw I would
different suppliers of each type.
recommend staying away from cheaper models
Another discussion was about vacuum systems and and saving for “the last saw you will ever want”.
if it is better to buy or build a system. Larry Steven- Several low-cost saws are available including Steel
son wrote an excellent article in the Feb 2011 news- City, Craftex, King, Rok, Magnum and others. But
I would recommend traveling to the US for a JET
letter that discusses “what” needs to be built. In
my own experience it is easy to build all the plumb- saw (no longer sold in Canada) or, if the budget
can manage it, a Laguna. Features to look for ining from air hose and standard air quick connectclude:
ers (“M” type is pretty standard). The rotary
adapter is a bit trickier and I would advise buying
(Continued on page 5)
The first topic this month was about hollowing systems and which is the “best” way to proceed. As
usual, that depends of several factors including the
size of your lathe, your budget, and what your goals
are. When turning small vessels (3-5 inches tall by
2-3 inches wide) hand held tools are appropriate.
As size increases so does the need for some sort of
mechanical assistance.
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 Quick tension release
 Foot break (for stopping the saw quickly after
shutoff)

 High-end guide blocks
 Dust ports and brushes to remove dust from
the blade

 Rack and pinion throat
 Highly balanced wheels (with the blade off spin

 110/220 option on a 2HP or larger motor
 Full-size table and
 Good fit and finish
Thanks to all that joined in to Tech Talk last
month. Tech Talk will be suspended in April to
give time for a panel discussion on what to expect
at an AAW Symposium. Plan to rejoin Teck Talk at
the June meeting.

the wheel by hand. It should run for a long
time)

 Two or more speed pulley system

Editor’s Notes

Happy reading and, and remember, we are always looking for content for
the newsletter so please let us know if you have story ideas,
announcements, success stories and so on. Send then to editor@gvwg.ca

Bruce Campbell eÉuxÜà VtÜÄáÉÇ
Editor

Publisher
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Focus On Fundamentals
Tradi onal English Egg Cup ‐ Bob Askew
Bob Askew demonstrated turning an egg cup with
an eye to making multiples. This is a popular skills
-building project that is fun and yields useful results.

Before re-starting the lathe be sure to turn the
speed down or, if using a lathe without variable
speed, set the belt to an appropriate speed for the
piece. Stand clear during start-up and then adjust
the speed.
Bob’s lathe at home has a rotating head which
makes it easier to hollow out the inside. When the
headstock is fixed then remove the tailstock to get
clear access to the project.
Two cuts can be used when hollowing end-grain;
the “push” cut which starts at the top and cuts
downward to the bottom and the “pull” cut which
is from the centre and pulls up to the lip.

Bob likes to start with a sketch showing the profile
and diameters for replication. He then mounts a
straight-grain blank between centres using a Steb
center and positions the toolrest checking for clearance before starting up. Once he is satisfied that
the setup is good he roughs the piece to round with
a Spindle Roughing Gouge.
Bob mentioned proper footing and body motion to
do the cuts starting from either end say 1” in and
work your way to the end so you don’t get long
splinters. As you get closer to round don’t forget to
move the tool rest closer to the work to avoid too
much overhang.
Once the blank is round, Bob makes a clean tendon
for the 4-jaw chuck and mounts taking care that it
is square before tightening the jaws.

Bob uses a pear-shaped scraper to finish the inside
of the egg cup bowl holding it on center and at a
shear angle, then pulling from the bottom to the
top. At this stage to bowl can be sanded and finish
applied as needed.
(Continued on page 7)
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Once the inside of the bowl section is complete Bob and prepared to cut the cove potion. Refer to the
plan for the proper diameter and length and cut
begins working on the outside. He first uses his
template to mark off the key sections; flat, centre of accordingly.
bead, and so on.
Next, cut the cove starting at the headstock side
and cutting to the bottom being sure to stop at the
bottom of the bead. Bob refers to the plan for all
the sizes for the project and notes that a smaller
detail gouge makes it easier in tighter spaces.
Finally, he rolls the bead between the base of the
bowl and the cove on the foot.
Bob normally starts at 180 or 220 grit. He suggests
moving the toolrest well out of the way during
sanding to eliminate the risk of getting caught between the spinning wood and the rest. Also, be sure
to slow the lathe down for sanding to prevent heating and clogging the sandpaper.

Starting with the bowl section, he finds the best
way to make a curve is to do a series of straight fac- Once the sanding is complete a finish can be applied and the project is ready to be parted off.
es and then smooth the faces into a curve.

Bob parts off at the correct length as indicated on
this template and goes almost all the way through.
Then he uses a small Japanese saw to finish cutting
off the rest. This prevents creating pulled-out fibres in the bottom of the base.
To finish the bottom, Bob cheats with a piece of
leather to protect the cup as he reverses it into the
chuck.
Our thanks to Bob for showing this useful project.

Then you can shear scrap with the wing of your
spindle gouge to a smooth surface.
Next, Bob sizes the bottom (in this case it’s 44mm)
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Turning with Bamboo
with Bruce Campbell
I have always enjoyed bamboo but had never had
any that was large enough to turn. Last year, my
wife visited a gardener in Maple Ridge that grows
40’ tall bamboo plants in his back yard. He was
kind enough to give me some and I began turning
them.

About Bamboo
Bamboo is Nature’s carbon graphite. It has a
tough, glossy outer skin and is made up of the segments with a “node” at each end. The segments are
hollow and each node has a thick layer that goes
across the stem. The walls have tight fibers running vertically with harder fibers on the outside
and softer ones closer to the center. It is strong,
flexible, fast growing (2’-3’ / day), and sustainable.
There are over 1000 species world-wide and it is
currently classed as a grass but may soon be given
its own taxonomic species. It propagates by sending out runner shoots (some of which are edible)
and can be very invasive.

Cups
The first project I wanted to make was a bamboo
tea cup. My first attempt was to simply make a cut
above and below a node. This did give me a “cup”
but the thick, rough rim made it unpleasant to use.
I tried sanding it smooth but it was still not very
good so I decided it needed to be turned.
Just like tree trunks, bamboo is not perfectly round
so cannot just be grabbed with a chuck. Instead, I
mounted it between center using two cones, turned
the outside round, and cut a tenon on the bottom
end.

Making cool stuff with just a Saw
Lots of useful and beautiful things can be made by
simple saw cuts on a section of bamboo. Below are
a few examples:
I was then able to grab the end with a chuck and
turn the inside using an English bedan. The result
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was a water-tight cup with about a 1/16th wall
thickness that makes a quite acceptable tea cup.
Although it is water-tight it can be finished on the
outside with a drying finish like Tung Oil or Wipeon Poly.

Boxes
Encouraged by the success of the teas cup, I moved
on to making a box. My first attempt was to make
one tall “cup” and short one and then try to use the
shorter one as a lid for the taller one. Unfortunately, it did not look good at all. Because the bamboo
is not perfectly round the top and bottom don’t line
up. Also, the stalk tapers so the parts are different
diameters. I just could not make them look good.
For the second attempt I cut a section from between the nodes (called the culm) and used the
same cone-driver technique to turn it smooth.
Then I turned hardwood caps for the bottom and
the lid. This looked much better than the first try
but the beautiful outside of the bamboo was turned
away. So I tried once more but this time only
turned the inside of the clum and left the outside
natural.
This presented a nasty problem where the body
met the base because the body was not round. It
was easy to see the two pieces did not merge well.
Cutting the bottom of the body at a slight angle and
making a corresponding slope on the base resulted
in a much nicer merging.
A similar problem showed
up on the lid where a simple flush joint did not look
clean. So I borrowed a
trick from Eric Lofstrom
and cut a notch under the
lid which hid the out-ofroundness (see the figure
below):
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I made one more box combining the techniques
but having a node in the middle of the body. I
found that to be the most pleasant but for the
changing colour of the bamboo

Green vs Dry
Green bamboo has lush colouring that marks easily
and fades to a pale, pastel green as it dries. Left
outdoors in our climate it molders within a few
months. It also shrinks a little. I experimented
with a number of drying methods including boiling, microwaving, baking, blowtorching, and using
a hair drier. All have the same effect of turning the
material pale green. Internet research suggests air
drying in a cool dry place for up to a year is the best
way to get the golden yellow colour often associated with dry bamboo.

Conclusion
I thoroughly enjoyed playing with bamboo and have a
number of other projects in mind including getting
some larger stalks. The Instant Gallery might even see
a few over the next while.
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Woodturning at the Tetra Shop
by Olaf Lepper, Marney Smithies, Ron Bailey
Many GVWG members may not be aware of
the wonderful connection between the GVWG
and the Tetra Shop. It’s a relationship that has
brought joy to Tetra clients, friendship to
Guild members who are Tetra volunteers, and
has led to many happy hours spent turning!

than most of us realize.
Marney Smithies, GVWG member and Tetra
client, has personally experienced the connection between the Guild and Tetra, and has become a passionate turner. Here’s Marney’s description of how turning and the shop have
helped each other to grow:

The Tetra Shop is part of the Tetra Society ,
and is supported by the Vancouver Disabilities
In Marney’s words,
Foundation. The shop is in the basement of the
Blusson Spinal Cord Centre, located behind
It was my first turning experience,
the Vancouver General Hospital. It’s a wellSteve Fairbairn & Ron Baily helped
equipped shop, designed to help clients with
me the most. Steve gave the group of
spinal cord injuries and a wide range of other
us a "class" on how to turn a
physical disabilities explore woodworking. Tools
pen. That got me hooked! After that
and equipment are purchased, donated, modiI made more pens and then quickly
fied, and invented to make woodworking acgraduated to turning a couple rollcessible to those with physical limitations.
ing pins for my sisters. It was diffiFor the GVWG members who volunteer at Tetra, it’s a chance to pass on the creative ideas
that we all gather at Turning 101, Tech Talk,
Focus on Fundamentals, and all the demonstrations that we attend. We all know the satisfaction of completing a new project, and it’s
such fun to see the look on a client’s face when
they are happy with the project that they will
take home!
Over the years, the GVWG has donated tools
and equipment to the Tetra shop including two
Jet Mini Lathes, various turning tools and lots
of wood. These donations have made turning
one of the most popular shop activities at Tetra
are more valuable to Tetra clients’ experiences

cult to get close to the machine and
the height made it a challenge to
turn much more than a quick pen or
rolling pin. I also was able to turn a
dowel that I then cut a notch in the
end. I use it to safely turn on my
stove knobs so that I don’t have to
reach over the hot burners. I made 2
and gave one to Martin, a client at
the shop, who also uses a wheelchair
and has burned his arms on the
stove too.

GVWG
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Scott, a Tetra client, turning a pen on the
Craftsman Lathe. The first lathes were an “Old Marney’s first spinning top. Awesome!
Black Craftsman”, and a Rockwell Beaver
Lathe (remember those?)
Next, the shop acquired a brand new Canadian
Tire mini lathe.
Steve, Ron and Olaf helped again,
and one of my favorite projects was
“tops”; something that could be made
quickly and then people can have
fun. You don’t need much wood or
experience and I mean who doesn’t
like to play with a wooden top! I
went to a couple fairs at the Round
House Community Centre and took
the lathe in my car with help from
the instructors Steve and John Scott
to load/unload it. We set it up inside,
and together with Martin, another
client, gave demos turning tops to
give away to people. It was nice to
have that hands-on experience for
people to see the possibilities of one
machine that is available at the Tetra
Woodwork Shop. We were always
looking to share the shop with potential clients or volunteers.

Marney turning a pen on the “New” Canadian
Tire Lathe.

Martin creating a bowl using carbide tools and
an arm rest.
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(Continued from page 11)

And then the Jet Mini Lathes donated by the
GVWG really helped turning grow: the controls were more accessible, and the range of
possible projects was tremendous. Initially,
they were mounted on portable work benches
but over time the shop purchased an adjustable table so that any client can raise or lower
the table and lathe to suit their working height
while in a wheelchair.

Marney describes the new lathes:
These machines were much easier to
work with, we used the Shop-Mate to
start and recently the adjustable table which is fabulous. I learned how
to make some small bowls and many
more pens for family and friends. I
even sold a few. I was able to make
nicer bowls, with these machines as
the motors are stronger and suited
for turning hard wood. It also feels
much safer working on these lathes.
Some family and friends have some
very nice new wood bowls. Olaf
came in with Ron and myself to give
us some one-on-one instruction
(based on Steve’s instructions) on
making some pepper mills. Great
Christmas present! Then we got the
Elbo tool which worked so well with
these Jet lathes.

Marney working on the Jet Mini, becoming the
Tetra “Pen Expert”

Marney, Jeff, and Kyle talking turning.
The most recent addition to Tetra’s took kit is
the Elbo Tool donated by Tim Yoder. Designed for hollowing, it quickly became the #1
tool for turning bowls on the Jet Mini. The
combination of the captive Elbo tool, Jet Mini,
and a height adjustable table works extremely
well: clients who are seated in wheelchairs, or
are turning with one hand, can easily and safe-
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ly create a bowl.
Here’s the story of how the Elbo found its way
to Tetra:
I was really enjoying learning how
to turn and was watching YouTube
videos from home to learn more. I
was watching Tim Yoder one of my
favorite online creative turners. He
had a video on the "Elbo tool", which
he markets. I was really impressed
and my 1st thought was, “ Wow that
could be used by one handed and
seated turners who don’t have full
strength on their hands/arms or long
reach.”
I emailed him a reply to his video
and chatted a bit and shared the
Tetra story. We had recently put up
a YouTube video as well, so I shared
that with him he seemed to be
moved by our story. The next thing
I knew, after putting him in touch
with George Shipley, who coordinates our shop, Tim Yoder donated
the complete Elbo Tool kit to the
shop.
Many different clients have had an
opportunity to turn projects that
were not available to them before. Everyone who has tried it has
been successful and really enjoyed
it. I know Shara has made many different bowls and candlesticks on the
lathes there. Mark, another Tetra
client, has the use of one arm due to a
and he has made several bowls
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which were just beautiful!!
Shara, a Tetra client, says “I like coming to the
sho. My favorite projects to do are working
on the lathe”. Shara has turned many candle
holders on the Jet lathes using carbide tools
held in one hand. The combination of Jet Mini
and Elbo Tool opened the possibility of bowl
turning for her.

Shara using the Elbo to turn the inside of a
bowl.

Jeff, Marney’s husband, turning a bowl of
Mango wood.
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ment of Dan Lemire, Steve Fairbairn,
Olaf Lepper and Ron Bailey.

(Continued from page 13)

Finally, here is Marney’s description of her experience:
The opportunity to learn wood turning has allowed some creativity to
flow and use a piece of equipment
that I would never have owned or
bene able to set up and use in my
house. Having the shop has meant
getting out and being around other
likeminded people.
When we are at the shop we don’t
just talk about woodworking. We
talk about life and things that we
have learnt to make living easier. It’s
fun to be around people who can relate, and we can share personal experiences. All the instructors are
amazing and understanding and not
condescending in any way. I have
also joined the Greater Vancouver
Wood Turners Guild with encourage-

Ron and I attend monthly Guild
meetings together and enjoy carpooling and visiting on the way. Joining
this guild is something I would never
have done on my own. It’s nice to
belong to a group and not feel like an
outsider. There are many different
levels of experience there, and it is
very welcoming.
I feel like a turner.
If you are curious about the shop, would like a
tour, have wood or tools to donate, or have
ideas or experience with making a workshop
accessible, please talk to one of these Guild
members:
Marney Smithies, Ron Bailey, Steve Fairbairn,
Dan Lemire, and Olaf Lepper
We’ll be glad to give you a tour, and spend
hours talking about turning!

Ever heard, “Get Your Own Damn Microwave” ?
Here is a free one!

REE
F
E
E
FR
FREE-

Recently decommissioned, this wall mount microwave’s only downfall
is a non-functioning rotary table (a new wrist watch-size motor is
$350+ !!!). Not sure of the power rating but it’s your basic microwave,
big enough for drying turned pieces. All mounting hardware included,
this might be great in the shop because it won’t take up any bench
space. Will work nicely as a cupboard when not drying wood.

Email Ed Pretty: efpretty@shaw.ca

GVWG
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Glenn Lucas Demo
by Bruce Campbell
and shared his woodturning knowledge and stories. He gave an excellent slide show where he
showed his wood processing method. It starts with
raw logs, mostly of Irish Flame Beech, that he cuts
to maximize wood. He Is able to do this because
the Beech has figuring and colouring that are more
important than the grain pattern. He cuts for 15”
bowls that will be cored for a 13” and 11” bowl as
well.

Glenn Lucas hails from Knockclonegad, County
Carlow, Ireland and has developed a worldwide
reputation as a production bowl turner and teacher. Glenn’s family has been “on the land” for many
generations and when he married his father passed
on a parcel of that land to him and his wife Cornelia. Over the years they have developed their property to support both their two children (Isabel and
Matthew) and Glenn’s every-expanding turning
business. At its peak, Glenn was producing nearly
1,000 bowls a year, primarily from Irish Flame
Beech. He also has a study center with six full-size
lathes and tools where he offers classes from oneday to a week in length.

Glenn visited us at the start of a Canada-wide tour

Once the blanks are cut he seals the end-grain of
each one and loads them in to a large converted
shipping container putting 3-500 blanks in at a
time. Once the doors are closed the interior is
heated and a dehumidifier runs for 20 minutes
every 3 hours. He extracts about a gallon (4.5 liters) per day. The system runs for 8 weeks at
which time the blanks are ready to finish. This
process is carefully tuned for the species that
Glenn uses and he reports less than 5% loose.
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(Continued from page 15)

Given the production nature of his business it is
not surprising that Glenn has developed techniques that might not be worth the trouble on a
Because he cuts lots of blanks, Glenn has learned
smaller scale but are very beneficial on a larger
that he can cheat a little by cutting the end-grain
scale. So I was surprised that Glenn prefers to use
dimensions of a blank just a little smaller than the the Tormek low speed (100 RPMs) sharpening system as his main sharpening device. However, one
side grain. Over a long slab that can get him anhe has the desired profiles on his tools, it is quick
other blank and when he cuts the round on the
bandsaw he does not have to struggle with a closed to clamp the tool in the Tormek fingernail jig and
put a new edge on his gouge. He has also develcircle. Instead, he is just cutting off two “side”
pieces. He has found that after the blank has dried oped “recipes” for tools of varying angles and flute
designs to get the desired grinds that he wants.
it has shrunk back to nearly round.

Another trick that he developed is to change his
outside roughing cut so that the chips fly over his
shoulder into a large bin. When doing production
runs he fills the bin several times a day saving him- Glenn turned a traditional Irish platter, a copy of a
“Viking” bowl found in a peat bog in Scandinavia,
self lots of time from sweeping up.
and one of his signature salad bowls.
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In all parts of his demonstration Glenn stressed
proper too control, body position, and attention to
detail. Like all well-practiced crafters, Glenn
makes it look easy when in fact it takes practice to
get to that point. However, we all can gain from
the insights that he shared with us and the audience of over 45 all were entertained and well informed.
Many thanks to Glenn for his visit and his excellent
presentation.
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WOMEN IN TURNING (WIT)
Women in Turning (WIT) is a fairly new initiative of the AAW. It is dedicated to
promoting and supporting more women to become turners. Here is what the
AAW Web Site has to say about WIT:
WIT (Women in Turning) is “dedicated to encouraging and assisting women
in their pursuit of turning, sharing ideas and processes to further member’s
skills and creativity, and increasing participation of women in the field of
woodturning.”
As part of their eﬀorts, WIT oﬀers a limited number of one‐year AAW
memberships to new women turners. These are available through the WIT chapter
liaisons. Our liaison is Cathy Nakagawa.
Please contact Cathy about WIT and for more on‐line information please click here.

GVWG
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Instant Gallery
March 2018
Amanda Palm
atary – Pen –
14cm – Oak,
spruce, acrylic
–Woodturners
finish –
Second one

Chris Stiles –
Toy Helicopter
– Maple,
Walnut –
Shellawax

Dan Breck – Live
edge bowl – 12X4
– English maple –
WoP

Bruce Campbell –
Twenty‐one by
Six – 16X18 –
Figured, burled
maple – WoP

Bruce Campbell
– Ring Box –
2.5X3.5 – Maple
– Acrylic Paint

Keith Hudson –
Platter –
16X0.75 –
African
Mahogany,
Maple – Saman
Varnish

Dan Lemire –
Bowl – 9X6 –
Maple scrap
wood – WoP –
Epoxy repairs
Dan Lemire –
Bowl – 12X3 –
Yellow cedar –
Buﬀed –
Wood found
on the beach
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Instant Gallery
March 2018
Dan Lemire –
Yarn bowl – 9X7
– Deodar Cedar –
WoP

Dan Lemire –
Hollowed
Vessel – 8X13
– Maple,
London Plane
– Buﬀed,
waxed

Dan Lemire –
Large Salad Bowl
– 11X5 – West
Coast Maple –
Buﬀed – Some
epoxy repairs
Danoski –
Bowl –
Willow –
Almond oil

Danoski –
Natural Edge
Bowl – Willow
– Almond oil

Dan Lemire –
Lidded Box –
3X3 – Myrtle,
Paduak – Buﬀ,
wax

David Adolph ‐ 4
Plates ‐ 6X0.5 ‐
Golden Locust ‐
WoP

GVWG
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Instant Gallery
March 2018
John Hammond
– Bowl – 4X2.25
– Maple burl –
Crystal coat
friction polish

John Hammond
– Bowl – 6X1.75 –
Maple burl –
Crystal coat
friction polish,
Oil based varnish

John Spitters –
Platter –
19.5X1.5 – Elm –
Oil poly mix

John Hammond
– Bowl – 5.5X3 –
Myrtle – Crystal
coat friction
polish

Keith
Hudson –
Everything
Platter –
15X2 –
Purpleheart
– Wax 2

Keith Evans –
Cheese tray –
10X1 – Teak –
Claphams
beeswax

Keith Evans –
Square cheese
tray – 7X1 –
Teak –
Claphams
beeswax

Keith Ruttan –
Bowl – 6.5X1.5 –
Alder burl – WoP
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GVWG

Instant Gallery
March 2018
Picture
caption
Picture caption

Picture caption
Picture caption

Picture caption
Picture caption

Picture caption
Picture caption

GVWG
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Presidents Challenge
Finial

Amanda
– Finial –
3inches –
2X4
Lumber –
Woodtur
ners
Finish

Bruce
Campb
ell –
Finial
Box –
2X3.5 –
Snakew
ood,
aluminu
Dan Breck – 6 Finials –
0.5X3‐1X7 – Maple – Wax

Dan Moleschi – 2
Christmas
Ornaments –
Maple, Cherry,
Bleached Maple,
Pallet Wood –
Spray Lacquer

John Spitters –
Finial –
1.25X4.25 –
Maple –
Leather Dye,
CA

John
Spitters –
Finial –
1.5X3 –
Maple

David
Adolph –
Decorativ
e Piece –
1.75X3.5 –
Banksia
Pod –
Jewellers
Rouge
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GVWG

Presidents Challenge
Finial

Keith Hudson – Finial –
2.5X4.75 – Hazelnut – Oil

Mark Anderson – Hollow
Form X 2 – 3.75X4.5 – Cherry,
Maple – WoP

Steve
Fairbairn –
Chalk
Finials –
0.375 –
Chalk

Steve Fairbairn – Pencil
Finials – 0.25 – Pencil
wood

GVWG
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Calendar of Guild Events 2017‐18
Date

Time

Location

Event
2017

Sep 28, 2017

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Club Meeting
FoF – Alan Cusworth, What it takes to get certified
Main Speaker – Ed Pretty – Well-centered Handles

Oct 14, 2017

9:00 A.M.

Sapperton Hall

Neil Turner – all day demonstration

Oct 15, 2017

9:00 A.M.

KMS Tools classroom

Neil Turner – Hands-on Class (limit 6 persons)

Oct 26, 2017

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Nov 23, 2017

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Dec, 2017

Club Meeting
FoF – Jim Johnson – Suction Fit Box
Main Speaker - Steve Hansen – Turning with a
Camera
Club Meeting
FoF – Ed Pretty – Clean Bowl Cuts and Other
Tricks
Main Speaker – Art Liestman – Colours and Textures

No meeting

Happy Holidays
2018
Club Meeting
FoF – Dan Breck – Rolling Pins
Main Speaker – Ed Pretty - Duplication
Club Meeting
FoF – Peter McLaren – Holding stuff in the Lathe
Main Speaker – Mori Kono – My Journey to Becoming a Carver
Club Meeting
FoF – Barry Wilkinson - Texturing
Main Speaker – Bruce Campbell – Turning Bamboo

Jan 25, 2018

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Feb 22, 2018

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Mar 22, 2018

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

April 7th,
2018

9:00

Sapperton Hall

Apr 26, 2018

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

May 24, 2018

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

May 26, 2018

9:00

Sapperton Hall

Steve Kennard – all-day demo

May 27th

9:00

KMS Tools Classroom

Steve Kennard - Hands-on Class

June 9, 2018

9:00

Sapperton Hall

Laurent Nichot – all-day Demo

June 10,
2018
June 14-17,
2018

9:00

KMS Tools Classroom

Laurent Nichot – Hands-on Class

Oregon Convention
Center, Portland, OR

AAW Symposium

Sapperton Hall

Club Meeting
FoF – tba
Main Speaker - tba

June 21,
2018

6:30 P.M.

Brian Lucas – all day demonstration
Club Meeting
FoF – Panel Discussion on AAW Symposia
Main Speaker – Ed Pretty - Beyond the ABCs
Club Meeting
FoF – tba
Main Speaker - tba

Special points of interest:
 Next Meeting:

GVWG Officers,
Appointees & Volunteers

Thursday Apr 26th,
2018 at 6:30 PM,
Sapperton Hall, 318
Keary St, New Westminster BC









Food Providers:
Dex Hallwood
John Hammond
Steve Hansen
Mike Hatton
Claudia Hayward
Jennifer Hewett
New Members Greeter:
Cathy Friesen

President:

Steve Fairbairn

president@gvwg.ca

Vice President:

Dan Breck

604.597.0027

communications@gvwg.ca

Secretary:

Des Wilson

604.936.2749

secretary@gvwg.ca

Treasurer:

Bob James

604.277.2765

Member At Large:

Dustin Cook
Cathy Nakagawa
Phil Vetra

FoF Speaker:
All About the AAW
Symposium – Panel
Discussion

Barry Wilkinson
David Adolph
Dan Moleschi

Main Speaker:
Ed Pretty – Beyond
ABC

Past President

Bill Fowle

President’s Challenge:
This month – “Spring”
Next time (May 2018) “Flowers”

Educational Coor‐
dinator:
Librarian:

Larry Stevenson

604.940.9760

Gerry Vickers

604.463.0760

Food Chief:

John Hammond

FOF Coordinator:

Phil Vetra

604.530.5158

Turning 101:

Barry Wilkinson

604.536.6870

Visiting Demon‐
strator Liaison
Newsletter Editor:

Art Liestman

604.939.3843

Bruce Campbell

604.944.3028

Newsletter Pub‐
lisher:
Digital Photog‐
raphy:
Webmaster:

Robert Carlson

604.430.1866

editor@gvwg.ca

Jay & Lin Mapson
Steve Hansen

604.585.0638

webmaster@gvwg.ca

